Progress in processor technology and increasing consumer demand have created interesting possibilities for using embedded processors in a variety of platforms. Embedded processors are now supporting real-time, highperformance digital signal-processing applications such as video, image processing, and wireless communications. The use of programmable processors in such applications poses new challenges for embedded-system designers. Although programmable embedded processors trade power efficiency for flexibility in custom solutions, power awareness is an important goal in embedded-processor designs.
Progress in processor technology and increasing consumer demand have created interesting possibilities for using embedded processors in a variety of platforms. Embedded processors are now supporting real-time, highperformance digital signal-processing applications such as video, image processing, and wireless communications. The use of programmable processors in such applications poses new challenges for embedded-system designers. Although programmable embedded processors trade power efficiency for flexibility in custom solutions, power awareness is an important goal in embedded-processor designs.
Stream processors are digital signal processors (DSPs) targeted at high-performance embedded applications. 1 They contain clusters of functional units and provide a bandwidth hierarchy, supporting hundreds of arithmetic units. They exploit instructionlevel parallelism (ILP) and subword parallelism (SP) within a cluster and data parallelism (DP) across clusters. There is no clear methodology for designing an embedded stream processor that meets performance requirements and provides power efficiency for a workload with a certain real-time design constraint. The designer can vary the number of clusters, the number of arithmetic units, and the clock frequency to meet real-time constraints, and each factor can significantly affect power consumption.
The large architecture design space 2 and the inability of compilers to automatically exploit data parallelism limit an exhaustive simulation for exploration, necessitating hand optimizations for performance. Moreover, embedded applications such as wireless systems are evolving rapidly. 3 Therefore, designers must evaluate various candidate algorithms for future systems and would like to get a quick estimate of the lowest-power embedded processor that meets real-time requirements for each candidate. In this article, we present a tool that explores the choice of ALUs within each cluster, the number of clusters, and the real-time clock frequency that will minimize the stream processor's power consumption. The tool provides candidate low-power configurations, which the designer can then refine with detailed, cycle-accurate simulations to ensure that the design meets real-time specifications. (The "Related work" sidebar briefly describes other design exploration techniques for embedded processors.)
Stream processor characteristics and applications Figure 1 shows the various parallelism levels exploited in embedded processors. Traditional programmable embedded processors such as DSPs exploit ILP and SP. 4 Embedded stream processors exploit DP, in addition to ILP and SP, enabling high-performance programmable architectures with hundreds of ALUs.
Imagine is an example of an embedded stream processor. 1 We used this architecture and its simulator to evaluate the design methodology presented here. The Imagine simulator is programmed in a high-level The combination of completely programmable solutions and the need for high performance presents new challenges for embedded-system designers, who have traditionally focused on exploring heterogeneous solutions to find the best flexibility, performance, and power tradeoffs. Researchers have studied design space exploration for performance and power in very-long-instruction-word (VLIW)-based embedded processors. 1, 2 These design exploration techniques address single-cluster stream processors. However, exploring the number of clusters in the design adds an additional dimension to the search space. How to partition the arithmetic units into clusters and the number of arithmetic units to put in each cluster are not yet clear. Researchers have also studied design space exploration based on linear-programming methods for on-chip multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) multiprocessors. 3 This technique attempts to find the right number of processors (clusters) for performance and energy constraints, assuming a fixed configuration for cluster parameters. Using either of these exploration techniques for stream processors requires a more exhaustive and complex search for simultaneous optimization of the number of clusters and the number and type of arithmetic units in a cluster. The tradeoffs between exploiting ILP within a cluster and across clusters increases the exploration's complexity. In contrast, our new design space exploration tool exploits data parallelism across stream processor clusters to provide a simpler method of finding the right number of clusters and the number and types of arithmetic units in a cluster.
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language and allows the programmer to modify features such as number and type of ALUs and their latency. The cycle-accurate simulator and retargetable compiler also give detailed insights into ALU utilization, memory stalls, and algorithm execution time. A power consumption and VLSI scaling model is also available to give a complete picture of the resulting architecture's power and performance. 5 Stream operations all consume and/or produce streams that are stored in the centrally located stream register file (SRF). The two major stream instructions are memory transfers and kernel operations. A stream memory transfer either loads an entire stream into the SRF from external memory or stores an entire stream from the SRF to external memory. Multiple stream memory transfers can occur simultaneously, as hardware resources allow. Memory transfers to the SRF are decoupled from cluster operations. The SRF can prefetch data for future kernels while the current kernel is executing on the clusters. A kernel operation performs a computation on a set of input streams to produce a set of output streams.
Kernel operations are performed within a data-parallel array of arithmetic clusters. Each cluster performs the same sequence of operations on independent stream elements. Both the SRF and the stream buffers are banked to match the number of clusters. Hence, kernels that need to access data in other SRF banks must use the intercluster communication network for communicating data between clusters. Each cluster contains a set of ALUs controlled in a very-long-instruction-word (VLIW) fashion by the microcontroller. The microcontroller is an instruction sequencer that orders the kernel operations in the clusters. The intercluster communication unit supports applications that are not perfectly data parallel and that must communicate variables or data across clusters.
Embedded stream processors are promising solutions for meeting wireless communication systems' requirements of high performance and power efficiency. During the last few years, wireless systems' data rates have increased from kilobits per second (Kbps) for voice applications to megabits per second (Mbps) for multimedia applications. Moreover, sophisticated signal-processing algorithms are now used for reliably processing information received over the wireless channel. Because of the increased number of bits requiring processing in unit time, along with increased computational complexity, real-time processing now requires the support of hundreds of arithmetic units. Wireless systems also require greater flexibility to support different environments and wireless standards and to let designers quickly design, evaluate, and implement algorithms for these systems. DSPs typically use fixedfunction coprocessors for complex tasks, such as Viterbi decoding. In contrast, a stream processor achieves scalability by using a uniform programmable structure, rather than dedicated coprocessors. Such scalability allows the efficient mapping of a wider range of algorithms to the stream processor.
To evaluate our design methodology, we chose a wireless base station as a design workload. The base station requires 24 billion computations per second, 3 employing sophisticated signal-processing algorithms such as multiuser estimation, multiuser detection, and Viterbi decoding, and provides a data rate of 128 Kbps per user for 32 users.
System model for design exploration
The execution time of signal-processing workloads is fairly predictable at compile time because of their static nature. A workload's execution time has two parts: computations (t compute ) and stalls (t stall ). Stalls can occur during memory accesses or during microcontroller sequencing of kernel operations in the clusters. Memory stalls are difficult to predict at compile time because the exact area of overlap between memory operations and computations is determined only at runtime. Microcontroller stalls depend on the data bandwidth required by the arithmetic units in the clusters and vary with the algorithms, the number of clusters, and the availability of data in internal memory. Some parts of memory and microcontroller stalls are constant because of internal-memory-size limitations or bank conflicts and don't change with the computations. As the addition of arithmetic units decreases computation time, some memory stalls become exposed and are thus variable with the part of the real-time frequency needed for computations, f compute . The real-time frequency needed to account for constant memory stalls is denoted f stall−min . The worst-case memory stall, f stall−max , occurs when the processor exploits all the ILP, DP, and SP, thus changing the problem from compute bound to memory bound. Hence, memory stall time is bounded by f stall−min and f stall−max , and the clock frequency needed to meet real-time requirements is
where
Signal-processing algorithms tend to have significant amounts of DP.
1,3,5 ILP exploitation in a cluster is limited because of the cluster's finite resources, such as finite register sizes, intercluster communication bottlenecks, and a finite number of input read and output write ports. Increasing some of the resources, such as register file sizes, is less expensive than adding an extra intercluster communication network, which can significantly affect the chip's wiring layout and power consumption. 5 However, any one of the finite resources could restrict ILP. Also, it is difficult to exploit ILP across basic blocks in applications with multiple loops. DP is available even after exploiting ILP, and designers can use the remaining DP to set the number of clusters in the processor.
Data parallelism
We define DP as the number of data elements that require exactly the same operations to be performed in an algorithm. DP is architecture independent. We also define a new term, cluster data parallelism (CDP ≤ DP): the parallelism available in the data after exploiting SP and ILP. Thus, CDP is the maximum DP that can be exploited across clusters without significant decrease in ILP or SP.
Because of limited resources in a cluster, stream processors cannot exploit all DP as ILP through loop unrolling. The unused DP can be exploited across clusters as CDP. This observation lets us set the number of clusters according to the CDP and set the ALUs in the clusters according to ILP and SP, decoupling the joint exploration of clusters and ALUs in a cluster into independent problems. Thus, we drastically reduce the exploration space and programming effort for various cluster configurations. We can demonstrate the observation with an example of the Viterbi decoding algorithm used in wireless communication systems. Figure 2 shows the performance of sequential Viterbi decoding with increasing clusters in a processor with 32 users, assuming a constant configuration of three adders and three multipliers in a cluster. The DP in Viterbi decoding is proportional to the constraint length, K, which is related to the strength of the error control code. A Viterbi decoder with K = 9 has 2 K-1 = 256 states and thus has a DP of 256 and can use 8-bit precision to pack four states in one cluster (SP = 4), reducing the CDP to 2 K-3 = 64. Hence, increasing the number of clusters beyond 64 does not provide performance benefits. However, as the clusters decrease from 64 to four for K = 9, there is an almost linear relationship between clusters and execution time, showing that we can approximate the ILP and SP we are exploiting as being independent of the CDP. The deviation of the performance curve with clusters from a slope of -1 represents the variation of ILP with CDP. We obtain similar curves for lower constraint lengths of 5 and 7, which have less DP and hence do not yield performance benefits over four and 16 clusters respectively.
Interestingly, the figure shows that stream processors and ASICs (coprocessors) exhibit the same characteristics while exploiting DP in the add-compare-select (ACS) computations. Typical Viterbi decoders can decode one bit every clock cycle. 6 The figure assumes that the ASIC can decode DP/2 K-3 bits every clock cycle. The effective DP for a decoder with constraint length K is 2
. However, the stream processor implementation exploits SP and performs four ACS operations in one cluster. Hence, to make the plot scale the same for both implementations, we grouped four ACS units in the ASIC as a single ACS unit, giving rise to a net maximum DP on the graph of 2 K-3 . The performance difference between the stream processor implementation and the ASIC implementation is two orders of magnitude, whereas the difference between the stream processor implementation and the single-processor C6416 TI DSP software implementation is one to two orders of magnitude. The single dot in the figure represents a software DSP implementation of Viterbi decoding with K of 9 without coprocessors. The lack of DP exploitation in DSPs accounts for their difference in performance from stream processors.
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Assume the ALUs in the embedded stream processor are solely adders and multipliers. Let (a, m, c) be the number of adders per cluster, the number of multipliers per cluster, and the number of clusters. Let f be the processor's minimum clock frequency that meets the application's real-time requirements. Our design goal is to find (a, m, c, f ) such that power P(a, m, c, f ) is minimized as follows: (2) where C (a, m, c) is the loading capacitance, V is the supply voltage, and f (a, m, c) is the clock frequency needed to meet real-time requirements. To estimate the capacitance and voltages for (a, m, c), we use a derivation for stream processor energy from two other publications, which is based on capacitance values extracted from the Imagine Stream Processor fabrication.
5,7
Sensitivity analysis
The use of dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) has become very popular for power savings in embedded-processor designs. To analyze the design's sensitivity to clock frequency and voltage, we assume the following: (3) where (2 ≤ p ≤ 3), and p is the variation of power with respect to frequency. Typically, voltage scaling is assumed to be linear with frequency, providing cubic power savings. However, the actual relationship between power and frequency depends on several factors, including technology, the need for the clock to be an integral multiple of the I/O and memory bus speed, and the range over which clock frequency is assumed to vary. dependence of power on frequency, depending on the frequency range over which the DVS is applied. 8 The
9 Thus, 32-bit adder designs and 32 × 32 multiplier designs can have relative power ratios varying between 2 and 4 percent after their bit widths are normalized to 32. 10 Hence, using equally aggressive 32-bit adders and 32 × 32 multipliers, we will assume that adder power variations are between 0.01 and 0.1 of multiplier power. As we will show, this variation is not critical because the additional register files and the intracluster communication network added with the ALUs dominate power consumption, not the ALUs alone. The adder power, P adder , can be given by
where α is the adder-to-multiplier power ratio and (0.01 ≤ α ≤ 0.1).
The stream processor's organization provides a bandwidth hierarchy, which allows prefetching of data and mitigates memory stalls in the processor. 11 Memory stalls account for 5 to 16 percent of total execution time in media-processing workloads 11 and 20 percent of execution time in wireless communication workloads. 7 Stalls in stream processors are due to waits for memory transfers (both external memory and microcontroller stalls), inefficiencies in software pipelining, and time spent dispatching microcontroller code from the host processor to the microcontroller. 11 To model memory stalls and observe the design's sensitivity to stalls, we model the worst-case stall f stall-max as 25 percent of the workload at the minimum clock frequency needed for real time, f = f min , where the entire available ILP, DP, and SP are exploited. We model variations in memory and microcontroller stalls using parameter β between 0 and 1 to explore the design tools' sensitivity to stalls. Hence, from equation 1 we get
where (0 ≤ β ≤ 1).
where β = 1 represents the no-stall case and β = 0 represents worst-case memory stall f stall− max . We compute the minimum real-time frequency, f min , during design exploration.
Design space exploration
We start design exploration with an overprovisioned hypothetical architecture that has infinite clusters and infinite ALUs in each cluster. We then revise this architecture by decreasing the clusters and ALUs to find smaller configurations until the real-time frequency begins to increase. This revised architecture configuration still exploits all the possible ILP, SP, and DP available in the algorithms. We denote this configuration as a max , m max , max(cdp). From this point on, we explore the tradeoffs between frequency and capacitance defined in Equation 3 to find the configuration that attains real time at the lowest power.
Setting the number of clusters
The workload, W, consists of L algorithm kernels executed sequentially on the data-parallel embedded processor; this workload is denoted k 1 , k 2 , …, k L . The kernels' respective execution times are t 1 (a, m, c), t 2 (a, m, c) , …, t L (a, m, c) . We define the cluster data parallelism in each kernel as cdp 1 , cdp 2 , …, cdp L . To find the number of clusters needed, we compile all kernels at their maximum CDP levels, assuming a sufficiently large number of adders and multipliers per cluster. We run kernel i with a max , m max , cdp i , where a max and m max are a sufficiently large number of adders and multipliers per cluster to exploit the available ILP in all kernels. The compile time execution for kernel i is t i (a max , m max , cdp i ). 
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The minimum real time frequency is given by
The real-time frequency, including the memory stalls, is then given by
Equation 9 reduces frequency by half using cluster doubling; we based this equation on the observation of linear frequency benefits from clusters within the CDP range. If the number of clusters chosen is greater than the available CDP, there is no reduction in execution time. The f stall term accounts for execution time stalls not predicted at compile time; we compute f stall using equations 8 and 1. The number of clusters that minimizes power consumption is (10) Thus, by computing f (a max , m max , cdp) at compile time and plotting this function for the desired range of clusters and for varying p, we compute the number of clusters that will minimize power consumption. The choice of clusters is independent of adder-to-multiplier power ratio α because all clusters have the same α and the same number of adders and multipliers.
Setting the number of ALUs per cluster
Once we have set number of clusters, c, we must decide the number of ALUs in each cluster. We now vary the number of adders and multipliers from (1, 1) to (a max , m max ) to find the tradeoff point that minimizes the processor's power consumption. The design tool can handle varying ALUs without any changes in the application code. The design tool also provides information based on the schedule about ALU efficiencies. Hence, we can now perform an exhaustive compile time search within this constrained space to find the number of adders and multipliers that meets real time with minimum power consumption. We obtain power minimization using (11) It can be shown that this power minimization is related to maximization of the ALU utilization. 7 The choice of ALUs in a cluster depends on α, β, and p.
Results
The architecture design of embedded stream processors for meeting an application's realtime requirements greatly depends on the parallelism available in the application. Hence, a stream processor architecture exploration requires a parallelism study of the application. To evaluate our design exploration methodology, we applied it to the design of a 3G wireless base station embedded processor that meets real-time requirements. We considered a 32-user base station providing 128 Kbps per user (coded), employing multiuser channel estimation, multiuser detection, and Viterbi decoding.
3 This is the worst-case workload that the processor design must support.
Ideally, the exploration tool with the help of the compiler should determine the CDP range. The compiler should automatically exploit all the available ILP (using loop unrolling) and SP and set the remaining DP as CDP. Because the compiler lacks the ability to automate this process, we set the CDP manually after exploring different amounts of loop unrolling and observing the changes in ILP. A two-cluster stream processor is not practical because it does not recover the overhead of parallelizing the algorithms. Therefore, we varied the configuration from four clusters to 512 clusters, the maximum CDP available. Similarly, we varied the adders and multipliers up to 5 and 3, respectively, because we have seen ILP saturating above these num- bers with no performance benefits. The design exploration process confirmed these ranges. Table 1 breaks down the workload computations for attaining the lowest real-time frequency at compile time using Equation 8 . CDP varies in the algorithms between 32 and 512, justifying the range for CDP exploration. Also, more than 99 percent of real-time frequency is needed because of kernels that require 32 and 64 clusters, so there is little advantage in exploring a higher number of clusters. We estimate the minimum real-time frequency f min needed for the design workload is 538 MHz. Figure 3 shows the workload's real-time frequency with increasing clusters and varying β. Because the minimum CDP is 32, execution time decreases linearly to 32 and then no longer provides a linear decrease, as Equation 9 shows. Further increasing the clusters above 64 clusters has almost no effect on execution time because the algorithms using the higher CDP take less than 1 percent of the workload time, as Table 1 shows. Figure 4 shows the variation of normalized power with increasing clusters as clock frequency decreases to achieve real-time execution of the workload. We obtain this result from Equation 10 . The thick lines show the ideal, no-stall case of β = 1, and the thin lines show the variation as β decreases to 0. The figure shows that power consumption reduces drastically up to a factor of 100 as the number of clusters reaches 64 from four, because the clock frequency reduction outweighs the capacitance increase due to increased ALUs. After 64 clusters, the capacitance increase outweighs the small performance benefits and increases power consumption. The figure also shows that the design choice for clusters is actually independent of the value of p and β, with all variations showing the same design solution: 64 clusters ∀ (p, α, β).
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After setting the number of clusters, we perform a similar exploration to choose the number of adders and multipliers within a cluster, minimizing power using Equation 11. Figure 5 shows the variation of real-time frequency with increasing adders and multipliers. We obtained the utilization of the adders and multipliers from a compile time analysis using the design tool. The pairs of numbers represent adders and multipliers utilization respectively. The figure shows that after the (3 adder, 1 multiplier) point, there is very little performance benefit from more adders or multipliers. This is the point where the processor exploits all the ILP. However, the (2 adder, 1 multiplier) point has a higher ALU utilization for the same amount of work. So we would expect one of these configurations to be a low-power solution as well. The actual low-power point depends on the variation of α, β, and p in the design. For the case of α = 0.01, β = 1, and p = 3, configuration (a, m, c) = (3, 1, 64) obtains the minimum power as computed from Equation 11 . Figure 6 shows the power minimization sensitivity of the ALUs in each cluster to p, β, and α. The columns represent variations in p. The first three rows show the design's sensitivity to variations in memory stalls β, and the last row shows its sensitivity to variations in α. We make the following observations: First, two candidate configurations of (a, m, c) emerge after sensitivity analysis: (2, 1, 64) and (3, 1, 64) . Second, the design is most sensitive to variations in p. We can see that p = 2 always selects the (2, 1, 64) configuration, and p = 3 always selects the (3, 1, 64) configuration. We expect this, because variations in p affect the power minimization exponentially. In Figure 5 , the (3, 1, 64) configuration choice (shown as the final choice) with adder-multiplier utilization of (55, 62) and the adjacent configuration choice of (2, 1, 64) having adder-multiplier utilization (67, 62) have among the highest ALU utilizations. This shows the correlation between ALU utilization maximization in Figure 5 with the power minimization shown in Figure 6 . Third, the design is also 62 EMBEDDED STREAM PROCESSORS IEEE MICRO sensitive to memory stalls β. For β = 0 and p = 2.5, the design choice is (2, 1, 64), and it changes to (3, 1, 64) as β increases. Finally, the last row in Figure 6 shows that the design is relatively insensitive to α variations. The reason for this is that the register files and associated intracluster communication network added as ALUs increase dominate power consumption, taking 70 to 79 percent of cluster power for the configurations studied. Cluster power, on the other hand, takes between 57 and 61 percent of total chip power.
Recall that Figure 4 shows that the 64-cluster architecture has a lower power consumption than the 32-cluster architecture. However, a 64-cluster configuration will never attain 100 percent cluster efficiency because clusters 33 to 64 will remain unutilized when the CDP falls below 64. A 64-cluster architecture obtains only a 54 percent cluster utilization for the workload but has a lower power consumption than a 32-cluster architecture with 100 percent cluster utilization, merely because of its ability to lower the clock frequency, which balances out the capacitance increase.
Verifications with detailed simulations
The design exploration tool gave two candidates as output, with variations in p, α, and β: The design tool starts from a hypothetical infinite machine represented as (∞, ∞, ∞) and successively refines the architecture to provide low-power candidate architectures. Table 2 1  1  2  3  4  5 shows the results of design verification of the tool output (T) with a cycle-accurate simulation (S), using the Imagine simulator, which produces execution time details including computation time, memory stalls, and microcontroller stalls.
The design tool models the workload's computation part very realistically. We attribute the relatively small errors to the assumption that ILP is independent of CDP and to the prologue and epilogue effects of ignored code loops. It is interesting to see the percentage increase in memory stalls with lower clock frequencies in the cycle-accurate simulations. In a traditional microprocessor system with a constant configuration, the stalls due to cache misses decrease with lower processor clock frequencies because the caches have more time to receive data from external memory. However, in our design exploration, the number of clusters in the stream processor increases to reduce clock frequency while keeping memory bandwidth the same. This implies that the memory now must provide more data to the SRFs at the same bandwidth, thereby increasing the number of stalls and making the architecture memory bound. The actual number of cycles lost to memory stalls was larger than estimated by β. However, even after increasing β to a larger range, we still obtained the same two candidates for evaluation. Both candidates are very close in power consumption, with the (3, 1, 64) configuration only 5 to 11 percent different from the (2, 1, 64) configuration.
We also compared our tool's candidate configurations with a configuration carefully chosen by a human designer. 3 The analysis of the workload kernels was based on the DP and the operation mix. The designer chose a (3, 3, 32) configuration because the algorithms show an equal number of additions and multiplications and a minimum DP of 32. Our design tool provided us with lower-power configurations than the human configuration and improves the design's power efficiency by a factor of 1.61 to 1.85 for the chosen workload.
A lthough we have focused on wireless base stations, our design exploration technique can obtain low-power solutions for all embedded stream processor designs in media and signal processing. Other embeddedprocessor design exploration schemes that exploit ILP, SP, and DP can also benefit from the concepts presented here.
The current design exploration tool does not model switching activity and static power dissipation in the simulations. Chip parts such as the stream register file and the microcontroller can be assumed to have fairly constant switching activity. Because the tool chooses ALUs that have a high functional unit utilization, switching activity in the ALUs can be approximated as constant as well. Static power dissipation is directly proportional to the number of transistors and hence to capacitance. 12 Static power
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